We consider a simple massive extension of the Landau-deWitt gauge for SU(N) Yang-Mills theory. We compute the corresponding one loop effective potential for a temporal background gluon field at finite temperature. At this order the background field is simply related to the Polyakov loop, the order parameter of the deconfinement transition. Our perturbative calculation correctly describes a quark confining phase at low temperature and a phase transition of second order for N = 2 and weakly first order for N = 3, in agreement with lattice results. Estimating the gluon mass from fits of the vacuum gluon propagator computed on the lattice in the Landau gauge (which agrees with the Landau-deWitt gauge at zero temperature since the background vanishes in this limit), we obtain rather satisfactory values of the transition temperatures in view of the simplicity of our calculation. Finally, we relate the effective gluon mass parameter with the Gribov ambiguities of the Landau-deWitt gauge.
Introduction
At finite temperature, SU(N) Yang-Mills theories present a phase transition associated with the spontaneous breaking of the Z N center symmetry [1] with a transition temperature roughly of the order of the intrinsic scale of the theory [2] . The Polyakov loop provides a relevant order parameter for this transition which can be related to the free energy of an isolated static quark [3] . At high temperature, where center symmetry is broken, the Polyakov-loop admits a non zero value corresponding to a finite free energy and thus to a quark deconfined phase. As the temperature is lowered, center symmetry is eventually restored, the Polyakov loop vanishes and the free energy becomes infinite signaling the presence of a quark confining phase. It is widely accepted that this phenomenon, which has its origins in the infrared (IR) dynamics of the theory, is intrinsically nonperturbative. This is based on the failure of standard perturbative techniques for energy scales of the order of the transition temperature. Existing calculations involve either direct lattice simulations [1, 4, 5, 6, 7] or nonperturbative semi-analytical techniques such as the functional renormalization group (FRG) [8, 9, 10, 11] or Schwinger-Dyson equations (SD) [12, 13] which study alternative order parameters for center-symmetry breaking [8, 14] or search for confining solutions [15, 16] . In the present Letter, we challenge this view by showing that the main aspects of the Z N transition can be accurately captured in a modified perturbative expansion. 1 Our approach is based on a series of recent developments concerning the description of the infrared sector of gauge-fixed Yang-Mills theories [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . Lattice calculations of gluon and ghostantighost correlators in the Landau gauge, both in the vacuum and at finite temperature, show that at low momenta, the gluon behaves as a massive field whereas the ghost and antighost remain massless. This has motivated two of us to study a simple massive extension of the Faddeev-Popov Landau gauge Lagrangian [22, 23] , which is a special case of the Curci-Ferrari model [29] also known as the Fradkin-Tyutin model [30] . A one- 1 Another interesting approach is that based on the GribovZwanziger action [17] . To our knowledge, it has not been used to investigate the issue of center-symmetry restoration, but it has been used to study the thermodynamical properties accross the transition [18, 19, 20, 21] . loop calculation reproduces the lattice data for the vacuum two-point correlators with very good accuracy all the way from high momenta down to the deep infrared regime. The effective gluon mass also provides an infrared regulator which allows for infrared safe renormalization group trajectories with no Landau pole. A similar one-loop calculation of the vacuum three-point correlators in the Landau gauge has been performed recently [25] and gives equally good results, although the lattice data are more noisy. This demonstrates that the dominant infrared physics (in the vacuum and in the Landau gauge) is efficiently captured by a simple effective gluon mass.
Such calculations have been put on a more solid theoretical ground in [24] , where a new formulation of the Landau gauge has been proposed which, unlike the standard Faddeev-Popov construction, consistently takes into account the Gribov ambiguities and avoids the standard Neuberger zero problem [31] . The resulting gauge-fixed Yang-Mills action turns out to be perturbatively equivalent to the Curci-Ferrari-FradkinTyutin (CFFT) model for what concerns the calculation of gluon and ghost-antighost correlators.
More recently, we have investigated to what extent the above results hold at finite temperature [27] by comparing to various lattice results [32, 33, 34, 35] . We have performed a one-loop calculation of the gluon (electric and magnetic) and ghost-antighost propagators, fitting the mass and coupling parameters against the lattice data for each temperature. We found a quantitative agreement for the ghost and magnetic gluon propagators, demonstrating that a simple mass term is enough to capture the corresponding physics all the way to deep infrared momenta. As for the electric gluon propagator, the results are quantitatively good except near the transition temperature, where the agreement is only qualitative. It must be mentioned though that lattice data are pretty noisy in this region [32, 36, 37] . These results are similar to those from other continuum approaches [38] .
However, an important physical ingredient is missing in these continuum calculations, namely the explicit Z N symmetry and the existence of an associated order parameter. In fact, this symmetry is explicitly broken in the Landau gauge and, although this should not affect physical observables in an exact calculation, it questions the ability of approximate approaches to capture the physics of the transition. Besides, this may also explain the poor convergence of lattice results for, say, the Debye mass near the transition temperature [37] .
It is, therefore, desirable to devise an approach where the Z N symmetry can be explicitly accounted for both on the lattice and in (approximate) continuum calculations.
Background field gauge (BFG) methods provide an efficient way to go since the center symmetry is explicit at the quantum level and easy to maintain in approximation schemes. In Refs. [9, 10] , Braun et al. have studied the Z N deconfinement phase transition by means of FRG techniques in the BFG formalism in the Landau-DeWitt (LDW) gauge, the background field generalization of the Landau gauge. Their approach correctly predicts the order of the phase transition for N = 2 and N = 3 and gives reasonable transition temperatures.
In the present Letter, we follow this path and investigate whether the perturbative approach described above, based on a simple gluon mass, is able to capture the physics of the deconfinement transition in the BFG formalism. More precisely, we implement a simple massive extension of the LDW gauge. This is in fact equivalent to the CFFT model in the presence of a source associated with a composite operator ssA µ , where s and s denote appropriate BRST and antiBRST variations [39, 40] . The quantum action in the presence of this source satisfies a new Ward identity [39] which actually corresponds to the background field gauge symmetry in the BFG formulation [40] . As we shall describe below, this symmetry is what allows one to keep track of the underlying center symmetry. In the BFG formalism, observables such as the thermodynamic pressure or the Polyakov loop can be computed unambiguously by evaluating their functional expression in a particular background field that minimizes a certain potential.
We compute this potential at one-loop order in the massive version of the LDW gauge and follow its minimum as a function of the temperature. We emphasize that the present perturbative approach allows us to directly access the Polyakov loop, which is particularly simple at leading order, in contrast to previous FRG approaches, where the conclusions rely on identifying a mean field Polyakov loop or, equivalently, the temporal background field itself, as the relevant order parameter. 2 The calculation of the effective potential at one-loop is remarkably simple and leads to non-trivial results.
Thanks to the gluon mass, the gluon loop contribution is suppressed at low temperatures and the potential is dominated by the massless ghost loop. This leads to a center symmetric minimum, both in SU(2) and SU(3), hence to a confined phase, in accordance with the results of [9] . At higher temperatures, a non-trivial, center symmetry breaking minimum develops. We find a second order transition in SU(2) and a first order one in SU(3), as expected, with transition temperatures controlled by the gluon mass. We estimate the latter from fits of lattice data for the vacuum gluon propagator in the Landau gauge. Our one-loop calculation essentially reproduces the results of the FRG approach of Ref. [9] , however at a much lower computational cost and with a minimal amount of ingredients (gluon mass). We emphasize that the present calculation can be systematically improved by computing higher order contributions.
Finally, we discuss the relation of the gluon mass with the issue of Gribov ambiguities in the LDW gauge. The quantization procedure proposed in [24] , which consistently takes into account Gribov copies in the Landau gauge, can be generalized to the LDW gauge in a straightforward way. The resulting gauge-fixed YangMills action is perturbatively equivalent to the massive model discussed in the core of the paper as far as gluon and ghost-antighost correlators are concerned. In this context, the gluon mass term appears as a tool to control the Gribov problem and completely fix the gauge.
General set-up

Massive background field action and Z N symmetry
We consider a SU(N) Yang-Mills theory in d dimensions with Euclidean time τ ∈ [0, β], where β = 1/T is the inverse temperature. The classical action reads
where
with g the coupling constant, and
We define matrix fields as ϕ = ϕ a t a . We quantize the theory using the background field method [41] , which introduces an a priori arbitrary background field configurationĀ µ through a modified gauge-fixing condition. In terms of a µ = A µ −Ā µ , the LDW gauge condition reads 
with a (real) Nakanishi-Lautrup field h and ghosts and antighost fields c andc. Note that, in terms of the field 
where ϕ = (a, c,c, h), U is a local SU(N) matrix and
Here, we consider a simple massive extension of (3) which preserves the background gauge symmetry:
It is easy to check that the linear background gauge symmetry (4) implies the corresponding one at the level of the (quantum) effective action Γ [41] :
where the collection of fields in ϕ are now to be understood as average values in the presence of sources. 3 The background gauge symmetry is trivially preserved in perturbation theory. In particular, it encodes the relevant center symmetry governing the deconfinement transition at finite temperature.
Observables and the effective potential
Before embarking in actual calculations, we recall how gauge-invariant observables, such as the thermodynamic pressure or the Polyakov loop to be discussed below, can be conveniently obtained by choosing a particular background fieldĀ =Ā min which minimizes a specific background field potential defined below. For the sake of the argument, let us consider the case of vanishing sources for the fields c,c and h. We thus consider the effective action ΓĀ[a] for the field a and a given backgroundĀ.
A physical (gauge-invariant) observable O can be obtained as the value of a given functional OĀ[a] evaluated for a at the absolute minimum of the functional ΓĀ[a]:
Note that, by definition, physical observables are independent of the gauge-fixing condition and thus ofĀ. In particular, the effective action evaluated at its absolute minimum is directly related to the partition function Z and is thus gauge invariant:
Taking advantage of the background field independence of observables, it is judicious to chooseĀ =Ā min , defined as a
Indeed, consider the following functional of the background field
which is invariant under the gauge transformation (5):
, as follows from Eq. (7). One easily proves thatĀ min , defined above, is an absolute minimum ofΓ[Ā]:
(13) Here, the first equality just states the definitions ofΓ and ofĀ min , the second one follows from the gauge invariance of the partition function, Eq. (10), and the inequality is just Eq. (9) taken for a = 0.
For our present purposes, it is sufficient to consider homogeneous background fields in the temporal direction. We thus consider the background field potential
where Ω is the spatial volume. The thermodynamic pressure is then simply given by
whereas the Polyakov loop is obtained as
where P denotes the path ordering (operators are ordered from left to right according to the decreasing value of their time argument) and where the subscript 'min' means that the average must be evaluated for a = a
is not a Legendre transform.
The background field potential at one loop
We consider a constant temporal background field A µ (x) =Ā 0 δ µ0 . The Hermitian matrixĀ 0 can be diagonalized by means of a global SU(N) rotation and we can thus, with no loss of generality, consider the case whereĀ 0 belongs to the Cartan subalgebra of the gauge group:
At lowest non-trivial (one-loop) order in a perturbative expansion, the potential (14) reads
where r a = βgĀ c,c denote the tree-level inverse propagator in the (a, h) and (c,c) sectors respectively. At the same order of approximation, the Polyakov loop (16) assumes its tree-level expression
where it is understood that the right-hand side must be evaluated at the absolute minimum of the potential (17) .
In the following, we compute explicitly the potential and the Polyakov loop in the cases N = 2 and N = 3.
Second order transition for N = 2
The Cartan algebra has one single direction, say a = 3 and we note r 3 = r. As discussed in the Appendix, the background field potential is 2π-periodic in r as a result of the Z 2 center symmetry implies. Together with charge-conjugation invariance, this implies
It is thus sufficient to study the domain r ∈ [0, π] and we see that both r = 0 and r = π are always extrema. The tree-level Polyakov loop (18) reads
One concludes that r ∈ [0, π[ and r = π correspond respectively to Z 2 -breaking and Z 2 -symmetric solutions. The calculation of the one-loop expression (17) is straightforward. Introducing the notations n a = r a /r and R µ = rT δ µ0 , the covariant derivativeD reads, in momentum space,
5 Our sign convention for Fourier transforms is f (x) = dke −ikxf (k) and similarly for discrete Fourier series in the compact Euclidean time direction.
where Q µ = (ω n , q), with ω n = 2πnT the Matsubara frequencies and where we introduced the set of orthogonal Hermitian projectors
which satisfy P η P η ′ = δ ηη ′ P η and η=0,± P η = 1. One can consider each orthogonal color sector independently. The covariant derivative (21) is blockdiagonal with one 1 × 1 block along the Cartan direction (P 0 ) and one 2 × 2 block in the transverse directions (P ± ). Since in the action (6) the background field only appears in the covariant derivative (21), we see that in each color sector the calculation of the inverse propagators ∆ 
, and= means that we subtract a (divergent) term independent of T and r, we have
The Matsubara sum in (23) is easily evaluated as
whereε q = q 2 +m 2 . Introducing the function
our final expression for the dimensionless potential
The two terms on the right-hand side comes from the transverse and longitudinal color modes respectively. The potential (28) is plotted in Fig. 1 . In the high temperature limitm ≪ 1, one has Wm(r) ≈ (d − 2)F 0 (r)/2 and we recover the standard Weiss potential [42] 
In particular, in d = 4, this reads At low temperatures, the contribution from massive gluons in Eq. (27) is exponentially suppressed, leaving only the ghost contribution: Wm(r) ≈ −F 0 (r)/2 and we get the inverted Weiss potential
This exhibits a Z 2 -symmetric minimum at r = π. As the temperature increases, the potential flattens around the minimum r = π and a new minimum eventually develops, as shown in Fig. 1 . There is a continuous transition at a critical temperature T c defined by
withm c = m/T c . A simple calculation yields
where n FD (x) = (e x + 1) −1 and the prime is a derivative. The evaluation of the massless integral on the right-hand side is straightforward and gives, for instance, h 2 = 1/2, h 3 = ln 2, h 4 = π 2 /6 and, more generally,
Estimates for the gluon mass can be obtained from fits of lattice data for the vacuum gluon propagator in the Landau gauge [32] , in the spirit of Refs. [22, 23] . This makes sense since the minimum of the background field potential, which scales as T , vanishes in the vacuum and the LDW gauge thus reduces to the Landau gauge. However, the fits performed in Refs. [22, 23] used one-loop propagators which is beyond the accuracy of the present calculation. To be consistent, we have performed fits using the tree-level vacum propagators. In d = 4 we obtain m = 710 MeV. This gives T c ≃ 238 MeV, not a bad number in view of the simplicity of the present calculation.
First order transition for N = 3
We now consider the case N = 3. The Cartan subalgebra has two directions, a = 3, 8 in the usual Gell-Mann representation. As discussed in Appendix Appendix A, the Z 3 -center symmetry puts no constraint in the r 3 -direction. Standard (periodic) gauge transformations in that direction leads to a 4π-periodicity in r 3 . In contrast, the Z 3 -symmetry gives a shorter periodicity of 4π/ √ 3 in the r 8 direction. We thus have
7 Note that Eq. (26) involves (using an integration by parts) f (x) = Re n BE (x+ ir), with n BE (x) = (e x − 1) −1 the Bose-Einstein distribution function. As emphasized before, r appears as an imaginary chemical potential. In the high temperature phase, r = 0 and this reduces to the standard Bose-Einstein function: f (x) = n BE (x). Instead, in the low temperature, confining phase, r = π, and the transverse gluons and ghosts obey an abnormal Fermi-Dirac statistics: f (x) = −n FD (x). 8 Interestingly, the above analysis impliesm c = 0 in d = 2: There is no phase transition and the system is always in the symmetric (confining) phase. We mention, however, that the massive model considered here is problematic when d = 2 [22, 23] .
As described in the Appendix, charge conjugation invariance and the global color symmetry further imply
where (r
is obtained from (r 3 , r 8 ) by a rotation of angle ±π/3. It is thus sufficient to study an equilateral triangle of side 4π/ √ 3 in the (r 3 , r 8 ) plane, with vertices at (0, 0) and (2π, ±2π/ √ 3). Furthermore, the above symmetries imply that the potential is invariant under rotations which leave this equilateral triangle invariant, such that only a third of it is actually relevant. Finally, this implies that the vertices of the triangle and its center, located at (4π/3, 0), are always extrema of the background field potential.
The expression of the tree-level Polyakov loop (18)
from which one sees that the vertices of the triangle correspond to Z 3 -breaking solutions, with ℓ = exp(2niπ/3), n ∈ Z, whereas its center corresponds to the Z 3 -symmetric solution, with ℓ = 0. We shall see below that the absolute minimum of the one-loop background field potential lies on the r 8 = 0 axis, up to rotations of ±π/3 as mentioned above, where the tree-level Polyakov loop is real:
The calculation of the background field potential follows similar lines as in the SU(2) case. The covariant derivative iD ab is block-diagonal with two 1 × 1 blocks corresponding to the Cartan directions and three 2 × 2 blocks with similar structures as in the SU(2) case, corresponding to the three SU(2) subgroups of SU(3). The result can thus be written in terms of the function (27) . Ignoring, again, a constant contribution, we obtain, for the dimensionless potential
where r ± = (−r 3 ± √ 3r 8 )/2. The first term inside the bracket arises from the two color modes in the Cartan subspace whereas the last three terms are the contributions from the six transverse modes. It is easy to check that the previous expression is invariant under the symetries described above 
which has degenerate minima on the vertices of the basic equilateral triangle, corresponding to a deconfined phase. At low temperatures, we get, instead, (42) and one easily checks that the absolute minimum lies at the center of the triangle, corresponding to a Z 3 -symmetric, confining phase. A detailed analysis reveals that the transition is first order and that the absolute minimum lies on the r 8 = 0 axis (up to the aforementioned discrete rotations) for all temperatures. The potential (40) is plotted as a function of r 3 for r 8 = 0 in Fig. 2 for various temperatures. We find the transition temperaturem c ≃ 2.75 in d = 4. As before, we estimate the gluon mass parameter from fits of SU(3) lattice data for the vacuum propagator in the Landau gauge, again its tree-level expression. In d = 4, we find m = 510 MeV which gives the estimate T c = 185 MeV. Our results are summarized in Fig. 3 , which shows the temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop for both N = 2 and N = 3. 
The LDW gauge on the lattice, Gribov ambiguities and the gluon mass
Let us now briefly discuss the possible relation between the gluon mass introduced in (6) and the Gribov ambiguities of the LDW gauge. Writing the field A =Ā + a, the gauge invariance of the Yang-Mills theory can be decomposed as
or, equivalently, as
is covariant under (43) -hence the symmetry (7) of the gauge-fixed effective action -but breaks the symmetry (44) .
The transformation a → a U ressembles closely the usual gauge transformation with the replacement ∂ µ → D µ . Observe that the LDW gauge condition and the complete gauged-fixed action (3) can be formally obtained from that in the Landau gauge by the same replacement. This can be used as a starting point for a nonperturbative formulation of the LDW gauge, as proposed in [43] . Indeed, it is well-known that the Landau gauge condition can be obtained by extremizing the functional x tr{A U µ A U µ } with respect to U for a given A, which is the basis of efficient numerical implementations in lattice calculations. A simple generalization to the LDW gauge reads [43] 
It is easy to check that the extrema of this functional with respect to U for fixed a andĀ satisfy the LDW condition (2) . The authors of [43] have demonstrated that background field gauges can be efficiently implemented in lattice calculations by means of similar methods as those routinely employed in the (minimal) Landau gauge. Continuum approaches face the usual Gribov problem, namely the fact that the functional (45) has many extrema (among which many minima). The gauge-fixed action (3) is based on the standard Fadeev-Popov construction which ignores Gribov copies and is, at best, a valid procedure in the high momentum regime. This is not a problem for lattice calculations since it is always possible to pick up one (local) minimum per gauge configuration, as done in the minimal Landau gauge. However, no such procedure can be formulated in the continuum in terms of a local and renormalizable action [44] .
Instead, the recent proposal of Refs. [24, 26] consists in taking a particular average over all copies of a given gauge orbit. It was shown in [24] for the case of the Landau gauge that such a gauge-fixing procedure can be formulated in terms of a local, perturbatively renormalizable action in d = 4. 10 It was further shown that, for what concerns the calculation of gluon and ghost correlators, this gauge-fixed theory is perturbatively equivalent to the CFFT model mentioned in the introduction. In fact, the averaging procedure in [24] involves the Landau gauge extremization functional mentioned above, which eventually leads to the effective gluon mass term.
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It is straightforward to generalize the proposal of [24] to the LDW gauge by using (45) in place of the Landau gauge extremization functional. Eventually, this amounts to the replacement ∂ µ →D µ described previously. In particular, it can be shown that the main results hold: the gauged-fixed theory can be formulated in terms of a local action, perturbatively renormalizable in d = 4, and it effectively reduces to the massive action (6) for what concerns the calculation of gluon and ghost correlators and, consequently, of gauge invariant observables.
Conclusions
We have shown that the phase structure of SU(N) Yang-Mills theories can be described in a perturbative set-up at the first non-trivial, one-loop order. This is a remarkable result. Our approach is based on a simple massive modification of the usual Fadeev-Popov action in the LDW gauge, where the mass term can be related to the issue of properly taking into account Gribov ambiguities. Using values of the mass parameter from fits of lattice data for gluon correlators at vanishing temperature, we obtain rather satisfying results for the transition temperatures for N = 2 and N = 3 in view of the simplicity of the calculation. We mention that our one-loop result compares qualitatively well with those of [9, 10] using the functional renormalization group approach. This demonstrates that the main nonperturbative physics associated with the deconfinement transition -and thus with the confinement of static quarksis well captured by a simple gluon mass term and that a perturbative treatment around the massive theory is adequate.
This has various welcome consequences: First, the relevant physics can be efficiently described by simple (perturbative) calculations. For instance, a simple extension of the present work is to include quarks at finite baryonic chemical potential at one loop order. This will be presented elsewhere. Second, the approximation can be systematically improved by going to higher orders. For instance, it is a hard but doable calculation to improve on the results presented here by going to two-loop order. Preliminary results show that the critical temperature in the SU(2) case comes closer to its actual value and that the thermodynamic pressure is better behaved as a function of the temperature. This, also, will be the object of a separate publication.
We mention that we have computed the pressure (15) as a function of temperature. The one-loop result has several unwanted features such as the fact that it behaves as T 4 (in d = 4) at low temperatures and that it briefly decreases with temperature around the phase transition. Our preliminary two-loop results in SU(2) seem to resolve this second problem. Contrarily to the Polyakov loop, whose behavior is governed by symmetry, the pressure is sensitive to the full Yang-Mills dynamics, which probably explains why it is more difficult to compute accurately.
Finally, we emphasize that the ability of the present approach to efficiently capture the essential aspects of the phase transition is deeply related to the fact that the center symmetry is manifest at each step of the calculation. In contrast, the Z N symmetry is not explicit in the Landau gauge. This might be related to the poor convergence of lattice data for the chromoelectric gluon propagator in the Landau gauge near the transition temperature [37] . It woud be interesting to study the possibility of allowing for a nontrivial background temporal gluon field in lattice calculations of Yang-Mills correlators at finite temperature by implementing a discrete version of the LDW gauge, e.g., along the lines of [43] .
